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BRITTANY RALLY - ISLAND CRUISE - AiQ6WI P9S,

After 7 days camping/sailing from the ILE D'ARZ, within the GOLFE DU MORBIHAN,
and whilst the other rally members were packing up for home, three boats set
off for an independent cruise from the Morbihan, out to sea to vist the ILE DE
HOUAT, approximately 11 miles off the coast. The original plan was to sail to
BELL ISLE, but with prevailing northerly winds, we were advised that if the
wind got up, it would be very difficult to sail back, possibly necessitating
delays, and as we didn't have any spare days, we heeded the advice from Gilles.

The "FLEET" consisted of:

W 4062 NATTEPJACK JIM + CHRISTINE TROTT
W 2101 TURMOIL STUART, ANNA, LUCY + SIMON ROBINSON
W 8367 SPARKS Myself + BILL EADIE.

Other than Coastal Cruising, this was to be my first "SEA" cruise (unless you
count sailing across the WASH ..... ). So I was rather excited, if apprehensive

& t the prospect, especially as it was the first time I'd attempted to plan a
cruise. However this was made easy due to the fact that other experienced
people were also involved with the planning.

TUESDAY 8TH AUGUST ILE D'ARZ TO ILE DE HOUAT

The day started bright and sunny (the previous days being partially overcast
after an earlier storm), with a N.E. wind which was exactly what we wanted for
the crossing. As always it took longer than planned to pack all the camping
gear into the boats, say all the goodbyes, etc, that we set off much later than
planned, and our main worry was that we might miss the tide to take us out of
the MORBIHAN, (we would never make it against the tide). We were soon sailing
past the Ile Au Moines, and here Bill and myself got caught in a back eddy, and
for a few frightened moments we thought the tide had turned (although it was
much too early). However, the worry was short lived and soon we were passing
the GRAND MOUTON ROCK, which looks frightening in these strong tides,
especially when more and more rocks are exposed as the tide goes out. We then
sighted PORT NAVALO and the exit out of the GOLFE.
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When we first set off from the Ile D'Arz, we had a problem with the genoa
not unfurling properly, but being afraid of missing the tide, we could not
spare the time to 'heave to' to sort it out, so now seemed a good time, before
we reached the sea. It was a bit choppy here, so I turned into the wind and
Bill crawled onto the fordeck, and soon had it all sorted out.
We soon passed PORT NAVALO and out thru the exit of the MORBIHAN and out into
the "ATLANTIC OCEAN" (sounds grand that ..... ). We could relax slightly now,
knowing that we had made it safely out of the Golfe.

Immediately that we left the GOLFE, we could see quite clearly on the
horizon the ILE DE HOUAT, and this certainly eased any navigational worries
that we (or should "1") might have had on a more cloudy day, as we could see
exactly where we wanted to go. Up to now, in the race to beat the tide, we
had got quite spaced out, but now we re-grouped, and set our course for HOUAT.
We passed BAGGEN HIR - a mostly rocky outcrop, and the the ILE MEABAN. It was
about force 3 with a slight swell, which made sailing behind TURMOIL quite
interesting, as, with a family of four, and all the relevant equipment and
stores, they were low in the water, and their stern appeared to be permanently
awash. In fact on a couple of occasions they were nearly swamped.
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The crossing was very enjoyable, it was sunny and warm, altho we had to
keep our waterproofs on as there was quite a bit of spray flying around, we
were on a nice reach, just what cruising is all about, calm enough to eat our
baguettes without them getting wet.

On approching Houat, Natterjack came alongside to say that as their chart
didn't cover the islands, they would "FOLLOW ME" (a very BRAVE decision....).
The recommended beach, TREAC'H GOURED, was soon in sight, a great sweeping
sandy bay, it looked very inviting indeed, but unfortunately, due to the
direction of the wind, it was a lee shore, and obviously out of the question.
Never the less, we sailed close in to have a close look for future reference.

To get around the S.E. corner of Houat, there are three large rock masses
to avoid, BEG TOST, BEG CREIZ, and BEG PELL. Looking on my french chart, there
appeared to plenty of deep water between the outer two, BEG PELL and BEG CREIZ,
and as it was nearing high water, I decided to go thru (an easy decision
really, I'm sure I spotted a larger cruiser sail thru from a distance....),
although BILL was a bit apprehensive. However, with a following wind, we soon
passed thru safely. TURMOIL, who's British chart being of a smaller scale, did
not show things quite as clear, and NATTERJACK, both went for the "safe" option
and sailed all the way round.

Once thru the gap, we could see a small sheltered sandy bay, and
* atching out for rocks in the shallower water, headed straight for it. There

was another even smaller bay next to this one, so I went off to investigate,
before the other two boats arrived. We had lunch on the beach whilst we waited
for high water, when we soon hauled the boats out on rollers, above the high
water mark. I now started to put up the boat tent whilst the others (including
Bill, who preferred to sleep ashore), were all trying to find a flat spot
between the scrub on the dunes to pitch their tents. The sand was so soft, they
had to use rocks to hold the pegs in.

The boats attracted quite a bit of attention, especially mine with the
tent up.
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Once all the camping arrangements had been sorted out, we all set off for
a tour of the campsite looking for waste disposal (plenty), water supplies
(half way towards the town), and of course toilets (as always at the farthest
point of the campsite near the town), a very long walk.

From there we all went off to explore the town (village ?) of HOUAT, which
was fascinating with all the small old cottages and the very narrow streets,
which contrasted greatly with the newer, larger houses on the outskirts.
PORT ST GILDAS is still a working fishing port, but now there are more motor
cruisers and yachts than there are fishing boats. It is also the ferry
terminal for people and suplies arriving from the mainland.

All the time we were "touring", we were also looking for a suitable place
for our evening meal, and having chosen, we returned only to find it was the
harbour "TAKE AWAY", we were now all quite exhausted and hungry, and opted
for a quick second choice the "PIZZA HOUSE", the only trouble was we couldn't
now find it, or even remember where it was, (it was right behind the harbour
take away ....... ). So we trudged off on our way back to the campsite, we
finally stopped at the Creperie nearest to the campsite. Unfortunately it was
very disappointing - the only bad meal we had in thirteen days. TURMOIL were
luckier as they were doing it the proper way - SELF CATERING.....
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After the meal, at least being fed and watered, we felt somewhat better,
and started off back to the boats. On reaching the bay where we were beached
we were confronted by a really magnificent sunset, and also now being in the
sun, it also warmed us up. (prior to the meal, we had started to feel cold in
the shadows of the village). We all gathered around the tents with a glass of
wine before I returned to the beach, and climbed onboard SPARKS. It was really
cosy onboard with the front and back tied open. It had been a long but
wonderful day, so I was pretty exhausted and soon fell asleep.
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WEDNESDAY 9TH AUGUST ILE DO HOUAT - ILE DE HOEDIC - ILE DO HOUAT

After a well deserved lie in, followed further tours of the island looking
at some of the other beaches. No matter which way the wind blows, there are
beaches and coves all around the island, so it is always possible to find a
sheltered place to anchor or roll up on the beach.

TURMOIL were spending the day around the beach, as Lucy and Simon wanted
to spend the day shrimping, swimming, and also to try their luck at fishing.

Mid afternoon NATTERJACK (chris and Jim), plus Bill and myself in SPARKS,

set off for a sail to the neighbouring island, ILE DE HOEDIC, (Apparently, in

English, HOUAT means "DUCK", and HOEDIC means "duckling"), approximately 3
miles to the S.E. The water was lower today, so we didnt attempt to sail
between BEG PELL, and BEG CREIZ, (the channel was much narrower with lots of
rocks showing), but sailed all the way round. It was very slow going as there
was only a whisper of a northerly breeze, and I was beginning to feel a bit
disappointed, as it looked as if we might have to turn back. However, about
halfway across the wind picked up and we had a nice gently sail all the way to
HOEDIC. Initially, we were heading for PORT DE LA CROIX, but as it was further

away, and in view of the time factor (not that that was really important), I

decided it better if we headed for the nearest landing point, which looked like

*nother sandy beach (PORTZ GUEN). There were a few rocks, but they could be
seen easily in the clear water, and we soon made our way to the beach.

We anchored the boats off the beach, and set off to explore the island.

The first stop was for the "loo's", so we headed for the nearest bar, only to

find, (after ordering and paying for our drinks), that the LOO's were "out of
order due to blockage" ...... , And so, off we went in search of separate bushes

- not easy to do, as the ground was mainly scrub, with hardly a tree to be
seen. However, the need being urgent, we all soon solved our problems.

The village was much smaller the on the Ile de Houat, but more spaced out.

It didn't take long to walk thru the village (probably due to our urgent

needs), and we could see some ruins nearby and set off to investigate.
It turned out to be the old "FORT D'HOEDIC", which was built about 1850, to

defend against "THE ANGLAISE". (The original fort was built in 1693, but

destroyed by the ENGLISH, as was the rebuild in 1746). It was very interesting
going into the FORT, which is now used as a museum.
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After looking around the Fort, we walked down to see PORT D'ARGOL.
This is again another old fishing port, now also used as a marina, altho there
is another marina on the opposite side of the island. We now headed back to
where we had left the boats, and thankfully found that they were still afloat.
It was a lovely view from above the beach, looking over the boats towards HOUAT
which we could see on the horizon, (It looked much further away that it really
is).
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We were soon on our way back to HOUAT. It was a more exciting sail than
earlier, we had a very strong cross tide, and had to throw in a couple of tacks
to avoid some very nasty looking rocks, which had seem harmless on the outward
trip. All too soon we were back at HOUAT. We now had to anchor the boats off
the beach, as tomorrow when we sailed it would be low water, and we would be
unable to launch from the beach due to the rocks which would then be uncovered.

Whilst Jim and Stuart were anchoring their boats, I soon had the tent up
and had started cooking my supper. After anchoring their boats, Stuart and
Jim swam ashore. I didn't know till the following morning, but Jim is not a
very strong swimmer, and when he got ashore, he was all in. I felt terrible,
because I could have ferried him ashore, before putting up my boat tent.
Thankfully, the following morning Jim had recovered.





It was another beautiful sunset, and I sat on the foredeck eating my
supper, looking shorewards where the others were all gathered together eating
"fresh melon with port". (I was invited, but didn't fancy either the swim
ashore or the swim back afterwards when the water might be cold...), so I
consoled myself by opening a bottle of wine.

As I sat there, stuart swam out to his boat where there were some nasty
looking rocks appearing a few feet in front of his bows, a good job he spotted
them before he was beached ontop of them. He soon moved his two bow anchors
into deeper water. I looked out cautiously, but Jim and Myself had anchored
much further out, and the water being so clear, I could see that there was sand
underneath me, so I had nothing to worry about. Meanwhile, Lucy and Simon swam
out to SPARKS, to say hello, and they clambered aboard for a while. After the
sun went down, it turned cooler, and they were reluctant to leave, (I think
they would have preferred to sleep onboard rather than ashore), but with the
tide going out, they didn't have far to swim.

0
This turned out to be the most uncomfortable night I have ever spent

sleeping onboard. Although the sea was flat calm, and the wind was blowing
from over the top of the island, the boat would suddenly start rocking
violently from side to side, like a pendulum. It would gradually fade away to
nothing and then suddenly start again, and this continued all night. My
gazlamp, suspended from the boom, was swinging so violently from side to side
that it was hitting the sides of the tent, (it was extinguished.), so I had to
take it down. Not a good omen, as we had a very long day ahead of us
tomorrow, and I certainly didn't get much sleep.
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THURSDAY 10 AUGUST ILE DE HOUAT - GOLFE DU MORBIHAN - AURAY

Another lovely morning and would you believe the wind had gone back to the N.E.
which was good news for sailing back to the Morbihan as a Northerly would have
meant a very long beat. I packed up the tent and motored inshore to ferry Jim
and Stuart to their boats, before returning to pick up Bill and all his gear.

We were soon all packed up, and setting off along the southern shoreline
to view the remainder of the Island from the sea. other than the large bay
next to ours, TREAC'H SALUS, it was a very rocky coastline with cliffs, but
with lots of small coves in which one or maybe two wayfarers, with care, could
anchor or beach. Rounding the N.W. corner of the Island, there were two
Westerly and one Easterly cardinal markers, which marked the "Passage du
Beniguet", and setting a course between these, put us on our course back to the
Morbihan. The visibility wasn't as clear as when we sailed out, but there was
a distinct mass of sails in the distance, nearly all of which would be heading
either into or out of the Morbihan, which made it easy for steering as it saved
having to look at the compass all the time. We were sailing on a close reach,
and there was some spray breaking over the bows. Turmoil and Natterjack were
sailing a different course to us, and we soon got separated. I began to think

*aybe we were heading too far to the west, (which would have meant a lot of
tacking to get back on course later), but Bill was right, and eventually we
spotted the Port Navalo Lighthouse almost dead ahead.

We were now anxiously looking at our watches, as we were stopping for
lunch at Port Navalo where we were dreaming of eating the delicious pizzas and
huge jam doughnuts from the local Boulangerie, and we knew they closed at 1300
for two hours. On arrival at 1300, the priority was the Boulangerie, so ANNA
dashed off and just caught them as they were about to close, and they very
kindly stayed open to serve us all. It was very hot on the small beach, so
except for Lucy, we all sat on the rocks in the shade to eat our lunch.
I don't eat pizza's at home, but here they are really sumptuous, and, followed
by the jam doughnut was just superb - all I wanted to do now was have a kip.

However after our short rest, we set off to explore the R. AURAY, and to
look for an alternative campsite to the one recommended. The tide was now
racing in thru the entrance, and having heard all the stories, we watched
fascinated, as NATTERJACK started to sail very quickly SIDEWAYS, (much quicker
than we were sailing forwards). I thought we were doing better, but we
suddenly spotted the GRAND MOUTON ROCK coming at us at great speed on the
starboard bow. We obviously gave way (altho the tide was really in charge...),

#and once passed, with tide now also splitting directions, we were able to make
forward progress towards the River Auray.

Once into the River, the tide eased somewhat, and being now sheltered, the
wind was very light, so we slowly made our way upstream admiring all the
wonderful scenery. TURMOIL now slowly began to overtake us, and we wondered
where they were getting the wind from, or maybe they had a slightly faster
tide, but all was revealed when they came passed and we could see behind their
sails - they had their "parasols up", (surely there must be something in the
class rules about that ....... ). We sailed on, it was very, very hot, and I
was suffering somewhat, so I was sitting on the foredeck where I was shaded by
the genoa. All the time we were gradually making our way towards Auray, part
of the time sailing thru the withies marking the oyster/mussel beds. We now
came across the entrance into the BONO RIVER, where we could the the Bono River
Bridge, certainly no problems with having to lower the mast for that one, it
was huge.

Coming out of the Bono River was a cargo boat of sorts, obviously being
used as a pleasure boat, (it had passed us earlier on), and it appeared that
they hadn't seen us and were going to ran us, so Bill put the tiller hard to
starboard, not having seen a french cruiser motoring towards us on that side,
(I couldn't see it as I was still behind the genoa), Frantic screams in french
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french alerted us to the danger and Bill irmediately pushed the tiller hard

apart. These two manouevres together left me clinging frantically onto the mast
and one of the shrouds as I was nearly flung overboard. Meanwhile the boat
causing the problems had turned upstream and nearly disappeared.....(the 
skipper obviously new what he was doing as he slowed down to give way to all
the other boats). The few seconds panic over, tranquillity once more returned.

BY now, we were sailing even slower, and it was still hot, but around the
next corner we sighted the AURAY BRIDGE, yet again no need for mast lowering,
we drifted gently under the bridge, and Auray came into sight, we had just
enough speed to make it almost all the way, but we had to pull the boats along
the bank for the last 30 yards or so. (Roger Apps' demos at the winter weekend
came in handy here, as there was a concrete ledge still under water extending 
about 3 feet from the bank). Soon we were all tied up along the quayside.
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It was a relief for me to be finally in the shade, and I soon cooled off.
We all set off in different directions to explore Auray, another very
picturesque town built on top of a hill. However, we didn't want to spend too
much time here as we would need the tide to take us back down the river.
We all met up back by the boats with a variety of whole barbecued chickens, and
pizza's etc., and sat on the quayside having a lovely picnic style meal.
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The wind had now completely dropped, and the tide not really pushing us

along either, so it was on with the outboards, for a gentle motor downstream.

We investigated a few possible mooring sites. We did find a few which would

have been suitable for anchoring, or drying out, but TURMOIL not having a boat
tent, needed a suitable landing spot and a decent bit of ground to pitch their
tents, and the only suitable ones we found all seemed to be private property.

A few whitish clouds appeared, and as they covered the sun, they gave a
dramatic effect, unfortunately not really shown on my photograph. However, the
clouds soon passed over, and by the time we arrived at GRAND VEZID, our
campsite for the night, the sun was once more shining brightly.

We all beached, and landed to explore the island. There was some kind of

O'shack" right on the beach, which had obviously been used for sleeping, as
planks had been arranged off the ground, but who knows what might lurk about in
the dark .......... , so it was given a miss. The remainder of the island was

very uneven, and at one end was very much a building site with rubble
everywhere. I didn't fancy this at all so decided I would once again sleep at

anchor. Bill unloaded all his gear, as did TURMOIL, and they proceeded to find
spots to pitch their tents.

Jim and Christine didn't fancy the island, but also didn't fancy anchoring,

because of the strong tides, so Jim tried to get his boat to dry out an a flat

bit of the rocky shore, but unfortunately couldn't get his stern anchors to

hold, and obviously didn't want the boat swinging about on the rocks as the
tide went out and back in again, so opted (after it had got dark), to pitch
their tent. Their first spot didn't work out, so they had to move again.

There were three sailing cruisers anchored off the shore, so I decided to
drop my anchor midway between them and the beach, as it was still quite a way
off the rocks. I picked my spot and dropped the anchor, praying it would hold,
as the tide was now quite strong. I watched and watched ...... I seemed to be

held rigid, the tide holding me in a perfectly straight line, not even an inch
movement in any direction, it was if I had dried out on the sand.

I soon had the tent up, cooked my supper, and watched another glorious
sunset. My thoughts once again returned to the tide, thinking the problem
might be when the tide turned and I would end up drifting quickly upriver.
I was now resolutely determined to stay away until after the tide had turned,
(approximately 2 hours), so I propped myself up against the after tank, with a

good book, but unfortunately, due to the long day, and the fact that I had

finished off the bottle of wine from yesterday, I immediately FELL ASLEEP......

.... The next thing I remembered, was being rudely awakened by a very noisy
fishing boat about 0500 -- A frantic look outside showed me that altho the tide
had now changed twice, I hadn't moved an inch all night so I immediately went
back to sleep ........... Compared to last night, this was the opposite, and I
had a perfect nights sleep - if only they were all like this.





FRIDAY 11TH AUGUST GRAND VEZID - ~ARMOR BADEN - BARARAC'H

After breakfast (the last of my bacon and eggs), I packed up the tent, and
headed inshore to pick up Bill and his gear. Soon we were all packed, and
setting off on our last sail. We planned to have lunch at the southern end of
the ILE AUX MOINES, where we should find some shade on the beach, and also
Simon and Lucy could go for a last swim. But onroute Bill and myself fancied
calling in at LARMOR BADEN for a quick look around. We were all soon underway,
and it didn't take long to approach the bay into Larmour Baden, it was a wide
bay, and the tide was comming in, following the shape of the bay. We would
have been better entering from the opposite side, as against the tide it was
very slow going, and at one point we almost had to give up as we started going
backwards, but with Bill's expert paddling technique, we made it.

It was very shallow on the beach with lots of stones and seaweed, and
certainly not suitable for swimming, however, there was a nice grassy bank
under the shade of some pine trees, so we decided to stop here for a quick
break. Looking across the bay in the direction we wanted to go, we could see
some big cruisers motoring against the tide, and they were just not moving,
with large wakes behind them. In view of this we decided to make our lunch
stop here and wait for the tide to turn in our favour.

* Iset off for a look around, and there was a small market selling mainly
vegetables and clothes. I bought some fruit and went back to the beach to eat
my lunch. Looking across from where we sat, between two other islands, Ile
Radenec and Ile Longue, we could see Grand Vezid, where we camped last night.

Ctd~~~~~~~' 4Cbb ~~111111

After lunch, when the tide had turned, we set off once mnore, and I led
everyone the wrong way around one of the islands, but we soon found our
correct course, and it wasn't long before we were off the Ile aux Moines, but
it was impossible to land, as it was stall low water, and there was no way
between the musselbeds and all the rocks to actually reach the beach. So we
carried on, passing the Ile D'arz, (bringing back memories of our previous
weeks camping), and all too soon we arrived at BARARAC'H, where we were
hauling out.





On arrival at BARARAC'H, the tide was only just covering the end of the
slipway, so we had a while to wait before we could recover the boats, so we
retrieved the cars, and packed away everything we could. Also both the
passenger and vehicle ferries were tied up, and we watched the fun as they
first unloaded, and then reloaded the cars/vans. Its quite comical as the
ferries decks are only level with the slipway at one point, and they load the
cars/caravans on sideways, (I wondered how often they push the caravans over
the opposite side, as there are only inches to spare).

After the ferries left, we recovered the boats, and set off to find the
campsite at SENE, where we would spend the night. We did find one, altho it
wasnt the one we intended to go for, but it was quite good. We all relaxed in
the lovely hot showers - the first for about 4 days - and then set off for a
last meal together in VANNES. We decided upon a restaurant, and enjoyed a
lovely meal, although Stuart was stunned after drinking two pints to find that
it was most 4 pounds a pint ...... Never the less a very enjoyable evening.

SATURDAY 12 AUGUST SENNE - OUISTRAM - PORTSMOUTH

We packed up all the camping gear/boats, and said goodbyes as TURMOIL left
for home. Chris, Jim, Bill and myself set off for a visit to VANNES, another
very old town. We all went off in different directions, visiting the market,
the narrow streets, the cathedral and the gardens alongside the old city
walls. All very picturesque. And all too soon it was time to go.
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We mustered back at the campsite, and started off on the journey back to
OUISTRAM, where we would catch the ferry, thinking we had plenty of time.
It was quite a steady drive with no problems, and about 50 KM from CAEN, we
stopped in a very sleepy small village for something to eat. It took about
half an hour before we got served and then another 15 minutes to get the bill.
Jim was getting a bit nervous by now, altho I mistakenly, thought we still had
plenty of time. We arrived at OUISTRAM, to find the car park empty, and so we
drove straight onto the ferry.
Between us getting out of the cars and finding our way to the lounge deck, the
ferry had sailed .............. WHAT PERFECT TIMING.

One word to sum up the whole thirteen days in the MORBIHAN area

..... ... MAGNIFICENT 

CHARTS USED: CARTE SPECIALE 'P' 7033 P - DE QUIBERON (INCLUDING HOUAT + HOEDIC)
CARTE SPECIALE 'P' 7034 P - GOLFE DU MORBIHAN

* MAPS: CARTES IGN 0821 OT - PRESQU'ILE DE QUIBERON
CARrES IGN 0921 COT - VANNES (INCLUDES GOLFE DU MORBIHAN)

USEFUL EQUIPMENT:

second anchor - for use as stern anchor
rond anchor - very useful for trip lines on the beach, as you can bury them

completely in the sand (nothing to stub toes on or trip over)
extra long warps - use for mooring and trip lines

The one Island we didn't visit
but maybe another year
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